
Explaining The Immune 
Response To Clients



Agenda
We’ll talk about why we’re having this 
conversation

Some key aspects to immune response

The role of the gut bacteria

Leaky gut

What we need to know about immune 
response

Language to use and our focus



Clients believe what they know

Bacteria is bad

Fevers are bad 

Sneezing is bad

Along with other expulsions of body 
contents

Don’t realize how positive these 
activities actually are



We’ve been taught:

That these are all good things

Signs the body is fighting the virus or 
infection

Plus we also see symptoms as a sign 
the immune system is reacting to 
things not harmful

Clients don’t understand this either



We have to explain what they think is 
bad - isn’t 

We also have to explain why sick 
people often don’t have symptoms

“I’ve never been sick in my life”

Or

“I was perfectly healthy until I was 
diagnosed…



The Immune Response
Immune system is designed to 
distinguish pathogens and toxins 

Then to eliminate them

Both innate and adaptive mechanisms 
to do this  

Both of these mechanisms include 
being able to determine self from 
nonself



Innate
Refers to things that are native to the 
body

Physical barriers such as the mucus 
layer, skin, tight junctions in the 
epithelial layer

Inflammatory markers such as 
cytokines, leukocytes, chemokines

Anti-oxidants



Adaptive
The antibody system

Antigen receptors are found on T cells 
and B cells

Should be formed for viruses, bacteria 
and pathogens

Develop from time we are born and 
remain active until we are too old

Allergies an example of formation to 
something not harmful



Immune system is extremely complex

We don’t have access to tests or lab 
analysis 

We just need to know what supports 
immune function

What the response looks like in a 
manner that we can see and detect

How to explain it to clients – especially 
preventative role



Role of Good Bacteria

Key educators for the immune system

Starts as soon as baby is born

Teaches the immune systems that 
everything is not bad

Helps it understand how to distinguish 
pathogens

Essential for immune tolerance



sIgA
Secretory IgA – found in the muscosal lining

1st line of defense for protecting the epithelial lining

Can block toxins, pathogens from locking onto 
receptor sites

Promotes the clearance of pathogens and antigens 
from the lumen by preventing attachment to 
receptors on the epithelial lining

Beneficial gut bacteria help maintain healthy mucus 
lining and stimulate sIgA production



Role Of Good Bacteria
As disease progresses – there are changes 
in composition of gut bacteria

Specific bacteria that are found being linked 
to the disease increase

But research often found specific strains 
beneficial bacteria go up 

Mouse-colitis study found  TB mice – L. 
Johnsonii doubled 

In germ -free TB mice – when they 
purposely injected L. Johnsonii - became 
healthier



Aging
What if the secret to the fountain of 
youth was fecal transplants?

Now seen as a decline in quantity and 
diversity of gut bacteria

Can’t continue to support the immune 
system function of there’s not enough 
there

Several studies (mouse, kiilifish) show 
that fecal transplant improve immune 
function and increase lifespan



Leaky Gut

Is not holes in the gut lining

It’s natural openings being open too 
often

It’s normal for the gap junctions to 
open and close

Part of normal immune function

Allows water to flood the intestinal 
system – immune response





Think of the gap 
junctions  more like a 
pathway 

Closed by a gate which 
are the coupling 
proteins

Receptors are locks 

Molecules that lock 
onto receptors are like 
keys in lock to open the 
gate



Pathogens lock onto receptors - triggers zonulin 
to open the “gate” 

This is not to let the pathogen in 

Its to let water out and try to flush pathogens 
away from the opening

Some get it to the blood stream along with food 
particles, yeast etc.

Innate (inflammatory markers) and adaptive 
(antibody formation) jump into action



It’s not about how 
many pathogens, 
parasite, yeast or 
food particles get 
into the blood

It’s about what 
happens to them

Balance of T-reg cells 
to antibodies 
determines reaction

IgG antibodies 
means substance 
contained – should 
be no symptoms



How often this occurs is the issue

Won’t happen if mucus lining is the right 
thickness

Won’t be able to lock onto receptors – can’t 
get at them

Lack of good bacteria  – poor mucus lining –
more attachment – gut opens more often 

Not caused by candidiasis, gluten, glyphosate,  
lectins or parasites 

It’s all poor gut bacteria quality and quantity 
and deficient mucus lining



Inflammation

Sign the immune system is working

Inflammation is the immunes system  
trying to protect you

The question is why?

The “why” needs to be fixed

Inflammation should not be eliminated 
– the cause of it needs to be 
eliminated

Client need to understand 
inflammation is the symptom



Getting into the 
complexity of it will 
drive you crazy

Nature has a much 
simple plan and that 
needs to be our focus

What does the body 
need and what doesn’t 
it have



I was like everyone else when I first graduated

I learned the simplistic explanations of health 
issues we’re taught

Then I went to upgrading seminars – learned 
how much I didn’t know

At first I was impressed – things had more 
explanation 

Then I was overwhelmed – there was no clear 
path



Then I realize from a 
client perspective –
there are making it far 
to complicated

I started looking at 
nature for answers

– if animal in the forest 
can stay healthy, we 
should be able to, too

The problem is how far 
have we strayed from 
the natural model



Natural Model
Natural foods grown in clean soils and 
allowed to grow to ideal state for 
nutrients

Beneficial bacteria was allowed to 
thrive

Plenty of exercise and good sleep

Stress is acute only

Air was clean

Synthetic chemicals were not in the 
environment, foods or used as drugs



Good Immune Response

It does not mean you don’t get sick

It’s about how fast you recover

A good response is quick and fast 

Less reactions the smaller the amount of 
viruses, bacteria etc.

ie: A bit of sore throat – gone the next day

Loose stool  for a couple of days and then 
corrects

24- hour bug



Cortisol and Immune Response
High cortisol shuts down the immune 
response

Inflammatory markers go downCortisol
converts to cortisone (body’s anti-
inflammatory)

Other symptoms of immune response 
are low or not present

Once cortisol lowers – immune 
response symptoms appear



Low Immune Response
When assessing client – you need to 
figured out how far they have strayed 
from the natural model

Look for the stress – will be most likely 
the reason for no immune response

Some people have genetic 
predisposition for low immune 
response 

Viruses (like HIV) can repress immune 
response



Explaining To Clients
If there is no immune response –
clients think they’re healthy

Remember they only think colds, flus 
etc are a sign of illness

Cancer tumours learn to fool the 
immune system 

That’s how they grow – otherwise the 
immune system gets rid of it

Clients need to be taught to look for 
other signs



What To Say
They come to you because they have 
too many colds and flus – tell them

“The colds and flu symptoms are your 
immune response” 

“It’s how the body deals with fighting 
viruses and bacteria”

“Body needs nutrients to do this 
quickly and efficiently”

“Gut health is critical to good immune 
response”



Don’t use terms like “leaky gut”

Can refer to: “May” be too much inflammation may 
be making you feel bad (headaches, pains etc.)

If they ask – say “Only occurs if the gut bacteria 
levels are not as they should be and the lining is 
not protected”

“It’s not really holes in the gut”

“It’s an overreaction of the ability gap junctions 
(mechanisms) in the lining have to open and close”



“Pathogens and partial food molecules 
can trigger the opening but they have 
to reach it”

“Opening allows water to flood the GI 
tract to flush out pathogens”

“This is a factor in diarrhea or loose 
stool”

“A healthy mucus lining and good gut 
bacteria prevents pathogens or food 
particles from triggering the opening”



What clients need to do
Improving gut function - prebiotics and 
probiotics, diversity of the diet

They need to understand this

Study of mice with heart disease –
researchers gave them antibiotics

Improved arterial dysfunction and 
oxidative stress

This is not good – we don’t want to go 
down the road of more antibiotics



Keep it simple

Don’t say more than you have to

Stay focused on what can help

Avoid euphemisms “leaky gut” “acidic”

Don’t say anything that someone can 
back at you with

Help them see the positive of the 
immune response


